3

Adversity and resilience: the
post-secular ethic of vocation

Building on the exploration of Hansen-Løve’s ethical vision of
the precarious European family and of vulnerable subjectivity
I have undertaken in Chapters 1 and 2, this chapter will extend
analysis of some of her films in order to forge an account of the
moral lives of their protagonists. These seem to be concerned
mainly with struggles with adversity, and, in a second stage only
partly reached by Victor (All Is Forgiven) and not reached at all
by Grégoire (Father of My Children), with how they cultivate
resilience through commitment to their work. As set out in
Chapter 2, Camille of Goodbye First Love attempts suicide once
Sullivan stops writing to her from South America, but draws on
her interest in architecture – which she then pursues as a career –
in order to recover from Sullivan’s desertion. In Eden, when Paul’s
career as a DJ of garage music can no longer sustain him because
musical tastes have changed, he (re)turns to literature, the subject
of the dissertation he never finished in his early 20s. In Things to
Come, Nathalie’s remarkable (if sometimes emotional) resilience
to life-changing events draws on the intellectual confidence she
has acquired over many years as a philosophy teacher, and in
Maya, the relationship Gabriel begins with Maya in Goa enables
him to resume the working life he led as a war reporter before
being taken hostage in Syria.
It is telling that five of these six films are fictionalisations of
personal stories well known to Hansen-Løve: she drew on her
own adolescence for the character of Camille; on her brother
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Sven’s DJ-ing career to write Eden; and on her parents’ careers
as philosophy teachers for Things to Come. Even more important
than the personal sources of her material, however, is the type
of occupation pursued by her leading protagonists, which is
exclusively artistic or intellectual (or a combination of the two)
– architect, musician/DJ, philosophy teacher and war journalist.
In Hansen-Løve’s world-view, it seems, artistic and intellectual
pursuits offer a kind of salvation – a source of reliable and enduring
meaning in a secularised Western world increasingly dominated
by capitalist economics and neoliberal values. In Goodbye First
Love, Camille explicitly describes her profession as ‘a vocation’, a
term ‘born of a Christian context’ and historically implying ‘the
calling from God to fulfil a specific role by becoming a disciple
of Jesus’ (Wheatley 2019: 316). We might well term this faith in
their work exhibited by the protagonists of Hansen-Løve’s films
‘post-secular’ – a persistence of (or return to) religiosity and belief
amid constant economic and political uncertainty and crisis.
Post-secularity began to be a critical and theoretical topic in the
humanities during the so-called ‘ethical turn’ of the 1990s, then
came considerably more centre-stage in the 2000s, as the Western
world adjusted to terrorist attacks claimed by the Islamic organisations of Al-Qaeda, ISIS and (more recently) Daesh – a forceful
entry of fundamentalist religion into world politics. To elucidate
the mix of the secular and the post-secular in Hansen-Løve’s films,
which is evident well before the arguably more world-political
turn taken in Maya, this chapter will first introduce approaches
to the idea of the post-secular taken by the philosopher Jürgen
Habermas and the theorist-critic Manav Ratti. It will then engage
with the reading of Hansen-Løve’s ‘post-secular search for God’
offered by Catherine Wheatley, after which readings of Goodbye
First Love, Eden, Things to Come and Maya will be offered that
partly depart from Wheatley’s interpretation of these films.
The English translation of Habermas’s ‘Secularism’s Crisis
of Faith: Notes on Post-Secular Society’ is prefaced by a short
introduction by Habermas himself, Tony Blair and Régis Debray
that announces ‘the emergence of post-secular modernity’
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(Habermas 2008: 16). The ironic idea of a crisis of faith in
secularism arises, they propose, from ‘[t]he resurgence of political
Islam and the endurance of religious belief in the most modern of
societies – America’ (2008: 16), and has been precipitated by the
apparent failure of late twentieth-century secularism to ‘generate
any values beyond an indifferent tolerance of all belief ’ (2008:
16). As one of Europe’s leading liberal intellectuals, Habermas’s
response to this crisis in values is to argue that secular citizens
must be open to religious influence, and that Western secular
societies should be positive towards and inclusive of religious
minorities rather than rejecting and refusing to dialogue with
them. Habermas finds the justification for this in the West’s
Judeo-Christian heritage, a source of morality and ethics and a
key influence in shaping Western societies as they exist today. The
emergence of post-secular modernity represents a major shift in
the theorisation of modernity that has existed since the Enlightenment: it is not a rejection of Enlightenment rationality, but a
recognition that modernity does not need to become ever more
secular and atheist – indeed, that the assumption of a ‘march
towards secularism’ (2008: 17) made by the secularisation theory
may have been mistaken in the first place.
Habermas’s argument in ‘Notes on Post-Secular Society’
concerns more than just the developed nations of Europe and
the United States: he sets out how, in the twenty-first-century
globalised world, ‘orthodox, or at least conservative, groups
within the established religious organizations and churches are on
the advance everywhere’ (Habermas 2008: 18), with Hinduism
and Buddhism as well as the established monotheistic religions
gaining ground across Africa and East and Southeast Asia.
The transnational and multicultural Roman Catholic
Church is adapting better to the globalizing trend than are
the Protestant churches, which are nationally organized
and the principal losers. Most dynamic of all are the decentralized networks of Islam (particularly in sub-Saharan
Africa) and the Evangelicals (particularly in Latin America).
(Habermas 2008: 18)
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Against this background, the ‘Occidental rationalism’ that ‘was
once supposed to serve as a model for the rest of the world, is
actually the exception rather than the norm – treading a deviant
path. We and not they are pursuing a sonderweg [‘special path’]’
(Habermas 2008: 18). Whether rising alternatives to secularism
will in due course come to dominate Europe as well as Latin
America and Sub-Saharan Africa is a question Habermas leaves
open, saying that his impression is ‘that the data collected globally
still provides surprisingly robust support for the defenders
of the secularization thesis’ (2008: 19). He leaves no doubt,
however, as to the vigour of religiously influenced regimes in
the twenty-first-century world and the difficulties this poses for
EU countries admitting large numbers of migrants and refugees
from non-European states. After addressing the question of why
secularised societies can now be termed ‘post-secular’ in the
opening pages of his essay, he turns to the ‘quite different, namely
normative question’:
How should we see ourselves as members of a post-secular
society and what must we reciprocally expect from one
another in order to ensure that in firmly entrenched nation
states, social relations remain civil despite the growth of a
plurality of cultures and religious worldviews? (Habermas
2018: 21)

Since this question goes well beyond the ways in which postsecularity figures in Hansen-Løve’s films, I turn at this point to
the critic Manav Ratti, whose book The Postsecular Imagination:
Postcolonialism, Religion and Literature treats the appearance of
post-secularity in fictional narrative (in this instance literature)
more directly than Habermas’s philosophical and sociological
approach.
In the introductory chapter, ‘Situating Postsecularism’, Ratti
poses the following, challenging question: ‘How can writers
retain the best features of state secularism while also preserving
the inspiring, generative, imaginative features of religious
thought and practice, such as faith, awe, wonder, transcendence?’
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(Ratti 2013: 7). Such ‘inspiring’ and ‘imaginative’ features
have been widely observed by critics of Hansen-Løve’s films,
and I shall discuss these aesthetic tendencies, as distinct from
the ethical implications of her post-secular approach to work
as a vocation, in Chapter 4. The situating of post-secularism in
cultural texts undertaken by Ratti is of relevance to the readings
of Hansen-Løve’s films I shall offer in this chapter through his
discussion of ‘enchantment’ and of the distinction observed by
Charles Taylor, another important thinker of post-secularism,
between immanent and transcendent frames. Taylor has argued,
particularly in A Secular Age (2007), that the pressure exerted by
secularism on Western societies leads to the hegemony of the
‘immanent frame’ – ‘the power of the observable material world to
act as the regulator of what is real, true and knowable’ (2013: 8).
In religious societies, the prevailing world-view is regulated by
a transcendent rather than by an immanent frame, allowing
theistic beliefs and non-materialist ideas a role in shaping how
those societies are run and governed. It is not difficult to see why
literature, art and film are relevant to these debates: more than any
other sociocultural area, they can encourage the maintenance of
or return to transcendent rather than immanent frames, through
their power both to express and to communicate wonder, awe, and
other ‘spiritual’ states and feelings. Ratti focuses on ‘enchantment’
in the second section of the introduction to his book because of
the longstanding association between secularism and disenchantment, and asks whether faith, wonder and transcendence are not
‘the irresistible dimensions of the human experience, infusing
everyday life with richness, imagination and inspiration’? (2013:
17). If they are, literature and film clearly have a key role to play
in relieving the oppressively immanent frames of neoliberal and
heavily capitalistic contemporary Western societies.
Commentators such as Habermas and Ratti do not merely
suggest that the secularisation theory of modernity may have been
mistaken in the first place, and that it has given way to a post-secular
modernity, they actively see this shift as a source of new forms of
ethics for Western societies whose value systems have become
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exhausted. Ratti quotes political theorist William Connolly, who
‘argues that modern secularism fails to provide for individual
needs for ethics and reverence and hopes for a “non-theistic
faith”, one which can provide the need for enchantment, awe,
and wonder, without the politicizing constraints of theistic and
religious faith’ (Ratti 2013: 20). It is with just such a non-theistic
form of faith in mind that I now address its emergence in the way
Hansen-Løve’s central characters are bound to their professions,
experiencing these as vocations or ‘callings’ that bestow meaning
and value upon their lives.
In her article on Hansen-Løve and post-secular cinema
(2019), Wheatley explores the search for immortality (‘God’)
through artistic or intellectual work that is a feature of HansenLøve’s protagonists’ lives. Alighting on an exchange in an
interview Hansen-Løve gave in 2016 about how to ‘find meaning
in life when we live in a secular world’,1 Wheatley recognises
that ‘her films are not “about” religion in any meaningful sense
of the word’, but states that ‘religious imagery and theological
allusions abound’ in them (2019: 316), and that they also display
‘a consistent thematic concern with vocation’ (2019: 316). My
more modest contention is that vocation as a sort of faith is
the principal way in which the non- or post-secular features in
Hansen-Løve’s cinema, because it is in and through their
occupations that her central characters do find meaning in their
lives, and are protected from existential anxiety (the consequence
of the death of God proclaimed by Nietzsche at the end of
the nineteenth century). Although Wheatley fully seizes the
importance of the protagonists’ different types of work, and
observes the aptness of the Christianised notion of ‘vocation’,
she does not actually hold that Camille, Paul, Nathalie and Gabriel
find enduring meaning or value in their work. They are, she states,
‘[u]nsure of what to believe in, ignorant of what they ought to
do with their lives, [they are] lost, searching desperately for “the
true good in order to follow it”’ (2019: 322). ‘[C]asting around
for a higher purpose – a way in which to imbue their lives with
value or worth’ (2019: 322), Hansen-Løve’s central characters
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‘seek comfort in artistic work’ (2019: 322) because the loss of
God has left them so isolated and alone. Wheatley states that
their occupational pursuits ‘are markedly not mere displacement
activities, nor are they simply jobs, means of getting by’ (2019:
322), but still refers to these pursuits as ‘[the] seeking of solace’
(2019: 322), which as will become evident in the following sections
on Goodbye First Love, Eden, Things to Come and Maya, is not at all
the language or attitude of the characters themselves. Wheatley’s
argument about the Christian connotations of vocation goes into
religious history in a way I cannot fully retrace here, but she is at
least ambivalent about the meaning and value that Hansen-Løve’s
central characters find in their vocations, saying that ‘something
like a feeling of disenchantment suffuses Hansen-Løve’s careful
renderings of the worlds of work her characters inhabit’ (2019:
323), and that their jobs ‘could so easily also be hobbies’ (2019:
323). This does not correspond at all to my impression of the
films: nothing is said in Things to Come to suggest that Nathalie
Chazeaux is ‘disappointed’ (2019: 324) by her work, and to say
that Paul Vallée is ‘destroyed’ by his DJ-ing career as Grégoire is
by film production is definitely an exaggeration. The extent and
force of the meaning and value afforded to Nathalie, Paul, Camille
(Goodbye First Love) and Gabriel (Maya) by their vocations will
become evident in the following readings of the four films in
which an occupation proves as good as salvific.

Camille’s architectural recovery
When Camille’s parents and brother visit her in hospital after her
suicide attempt, she is still just as tear-stained and inconsolable
as when Sullivan left France, but on the table next to her bed is
a copy of Le Corbusier’s book Le Modulor, an exposition of the
system of measurement the architect had developed over many
years and published in the 1940s. Her brother asks if she doesn’t
have something more entertaining to read, to which she offers no
reply. Camille’s suicide attempt is dated to the spring of 2000 by a
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preceding scene at school, and when we next see her, her hair has
been cropped in the manner she threatened Sullivan with in 1999.
It is 13 September 2003, and she has evidently moved out of the
family home to an independent flat in Paris, from which she is
supplementing her student income with odd pieces of part-time
work. On a visit she makes to the parental home, we learn that her
mother is putting on a brave face about the departure of her father
from their marriage.
Architecture becomes a central element of Goodbye First Love
from this point onwards, as we watch Camille listen attentively
to a tutor’s critique of the model of a students’ hall of residence
she has designed and made. In a seminar that follows, a fellow
student reads from Czech and Viennese architect Adolf Loos’s
essay Ornement et crime, first published in French in 1913 after
being delivered in German as a lecture by Loos in 1910. Camille
listens acutely to the following passage about how antithetical the
home (la maison) is to the work of art:
The home must please everybody, unlike the work of art,
which does not need to please anybody. The work of art
is the artist’s private affair, which is not the case with the
home. The work of art is not needed by the world, whereas
the home fulfils a need [. . .] The human being loves
everything that serves his comfort and hates everything
that tries to prise him from his acquired and guaranteed
position, everything that inconveniences him. This is why
he loves home, and hates art.

This passage evidently chimes with Camille’s thinking about how
she wants to live – if not in a couple with Sullivan, then where
and with whom? Her interest in Le Corbusier, like the student
residence she has designed, reveals her to be thinking about
collective forms of habitation, but her tutor has told her that the
student rooms in her model are ‘cupboards’ (placards), way too
small, and that the landscaping of the entire residence is imagined
for solitary rather than collective living: rather than a hall of
residence, what she has modelled is a monastery. Camille smiles
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Figure 3.1 Camille drawing, Goodbye First Love

at this, obviously thinking of the solitariness of her life over the
four years since the departure of Sullivan (Figure 3.1).
In the next scene, the connection between Camille’s
continuing mourning of her relationship with Sullivan and
architecture is cemented, as she looks at a recent entry in her
diary, which reads: ‘Four years, and for what? Nothing, silence.
Every day is just another day without him. If only I had faith
(my emphasis). But I have a vocation. It’s a reason for living.
Isn’t this tremendous (immense) in itself?’ The emotional and
spiritual equivalence Camille feels between love, religious belief
and a vocational occupation is confirmed here. Belief in a God
would have helped her forget Sullivan by putting the affair’s
importance in perspective, but since she has no faith, she has
instead replaced it with an intense devotion to architecture,
which she experiences as a ‘calling’. It is hardly surprising that
when she is asked why she wants to work in architecture by
her tutor Lorenz, during a visit to the Kastrup Sea Bath near
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Figure 3.2 Lorenz and Camille discuss architecture and careers, Goodbye
First Love

Copenhagen (their first personal exchange), he is impressed by
the mature commitment in her reply (Figure 3.2). Lorenz then
volunteers that he took up architecture after failing to become
a clarinettist, but that music would have been too solitary an
occupation for him anyway: the implication that architecture
is sociable because it is concerned with ways in which people
may live together matches Camille’s intuition, and the faith
that she and Lorenz share in architecture’s importance (as well
as passionate interest in actual designs and projects) becomes
central to the relationship that develops between them.
The words Camille writes in her diary about lacking religious
faith are echoed by Hansen-Løve herself in the interview
conducted for The Film Stage magazine in 2016 referred to above.
When asked directly whether she is a believer, Hansen-Løve
answers that although she is not, she wishes she were: ‘even
though, for me, there is no God, still the question of the quest for
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God is very much present in all of what I’m doing’.2 This applies
to Hansen-Løve’s leading protagonists as well as to the filmmaker
herself, who would no doubt describe filmmaking as a vocation
that is a reason for living. This way of thinking might be termed
pre- or post-secular, but either way, it equates work with a quest
for God rather than the ‘proof of individual talent and industry’
(Wheatley 2019: 322) it came to serve as in secular modernity.
The quest for immortality through work is inherent in the
activity itself rather than a result of having created works that will
ensure one’s name goes into the history books: architecture has
become, quite simply, Camille’s reason for living. And when her
relationship with Sullivan resumes while she is living with Lorenz
because of her inability to stop believing in the relationship,
yet founders again due to Sullivan’s unsuitedness to long-term
partnership, Camille returns to Lorenz and to architecture and
she visits the Ardèche and the scenes of her first love with Lorenz
rather than with Sullivan, an indication that she has, finally,
accepted a mature relationship in lieu of a youthful passion.

Paul Vallée’s (re)turn to literature
At just over two hours, Eden is the longest film Hansen-Løve
has made, and it follows Paul Vallée’s life and work over more
than twenty years, from November 1992 to December 2013.
For over seventeen of these years Paul teams up with Stan
de Man in the DJ-ing duo Cheers (written in the script of the
eponymous American television comedy), until the particular
kind of garage music in which Cheers specialises fades in
popularity on the French music scene. Garage can no longer
sustain Paul and Stan, although since Paul has had a cocaine
habit and been increasingly in debt throughout his years in
music, it is uncertain how lucrative the business has actually
been. The popularity of garage with French and American
club-goers has certainly sustained its own success over a decade
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and a half, allowing Cheers and fellow duo Respect to tour to
New York and Chicago and invite singers from these cities to
their club nights in Paris. Paul, Stan and the group of friends
followed by the film pursue their passion exclusively: music’s
status as a vocation that fulfils them spiritually and emotionally
is in no doubt, even if the word ‘vocation’ is not articulated
explicitly as it is in Goodbye First Love.
As his DJ-ing career takes off, however, Paul is completing
a thesis (mémoire) in creative writing, his likely literary
talent having been noticed by an academic who has agreed
to supervise him. Years later he has made little progress, and
when he ignores a final reminder letter, the academic writes
to tell him his registration on the degree is being terminated.
Since this occurs before the peak of Cheers’s success, Paul is not
especially concerned, but after the breakdown he suffers in his
mid-30s, attending writing workshops becomes as immediate
a priority as the telesales work he has to do to pay the rent.
It is not Paul’s interest in and passion for literature that was
insufficient to allow him to become a writer, therefore, but the
all-consuming character of the alternative ‘creative’ occupation
of DJ-ing, whose advantages – the continuous company of
like-minded musical people and renown within the niche world
of house and garage music – are obvious. Economics, rather
than lack of talent or a change in his artistic tastes (Paul still
attends clubs and bars where he sees people from his former
circle), is the main factor in his giving up DJ-ing, and even
though a breakdown precipitates the career change, Paul is able
to transfer his efforts from music and DJ-ing to literature and
writing, the same shift made by Sven Hansen-Løve.3 This is a
substitution of one artistic occupation for another rather than
a reneging on creative work in general.
As noted in Chapter 2, Eden follows not just Paul Vallée’s years
in garage music but the lives of some of his girlfriends and close
male friends, at least two of whom are as creatively talented as
Paul – aspiring graphic artist Cyril, already discussed, and his
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serious American girlfriend Julia (Greta Gerwig). Julia and Paul
discuss her literary and his musical ambitions before she leaves
Paris (where she has been waitressing) for her home city of New
York, Paul trying to persuade her to stay in France by pointing
out that a life in which she is a writer and he a DJ could work
well. When Cheers tours to New York years later, Paul goes to visit
Julia after a row with Louise, in the home she now shares with
new partner Larry. Julia is heavily pregnant, but has also recently
enjoyed the success of having a story published in the reputable
literary magazine Atlantic Monthly. Like Paul, Julia and Cyril are
artistically talented people not easily able to make a living from
the field in which they practise.
A fragility in Paul is indicated in the first scene of Eden, when
after taking ecstasy he spends part of the night outside, away
from the rest of the group (an animated heron flying across
the screen tells us he is hallucinating), so that Cyril has to
come and find him in the morning. Paul turns out to be more
socially robust than Cyril, perhaps on account of the stream
of girlfriends (including three significant relationships) he
attracts over his DJ-ing years. But the role Cyril plays in Eden
is the important one of a kind of foil to Paul, who indicates the
struggle creative work can entail, and the dangers of solitude and
depression. Paul is not suicidally inclined like Cyril, and adjusts
his life after his breakdown by giving up drugs and alcohol as
well as by paying careful attention to money. In the final scene of
Eden, alone in his flat, Paul erases the sketch of him Cyril drew
on a domestic whiteboard years earlier, and replaces it with a
shopping list. By giving writing a practical rather than an artistic
purpose. Hansen-Løve seems to be reinforcing a major theme
of Eden, the difficulties inherent in artistic occupations, and the
danger of making oneself a martyr to them. Since the film then
ends with a reading of a verse by American poet Robert Creeley
about time and rhythm, it most certainly does not give up on
the belief in artistic, creative occupations manifested across all
Hansen-Løve’s films to date.
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Nathalie Chazeaux’s philosophical resilience
In Things to Come, the vocation focused on by the film is scholarly
and intellectual rather than artistic – teaching, and specifically
the teaching of philosophy (the profession of both HansenLøve’s parents). Nathalie Chazeaux, who exhibits extraordinary
resilience in the face of several potentially devastating life-events,
claims that a philosophical training is what sustains her through
the transformation of her life brought about by the break-up of
her marriage of twenty-five years and the decline and death of
her mother. During the film, she also meets a lot of professional
adversity caused by political and commercial change in the
educational system and in publishing.
When husband Heinz breaks the news to Nathalie that
he is leaving to live with another woman, she is shocked and
disbelieving, but only for an instant. All we see of the break-up
in process are scenes at the couple’s Brittany holiday home
that actually belongs to Heinz’s family, then several in which
Nathalie reacts indignantly to the sharing-out of the couple’s
enormous collection of philosophy books, seemingly with good
reason, because Heinz takes the works of some highly significant
authors, such as philosopher of ethics Emmanuel Levinas
(Nathalie immediately re-purchases Levinas’s Difficult Freedom,
which she is seen opening on a train journey), and theological
philosopher Martin Buber. In Brittany, Nathalie comments that
she hopes Heinz’s new partner likes gardening, because it would
be a shame for the work and love she has put into cultivating
the property’s garden over many years to be wasted: Heinz
immediately chides her for even mentioning the matter, to
which Nathalie retorts that he rather than she is running away
from the reality of their separation (Heinz has naïvely imagined
that she will continue to visit the holiday home with their
children, which she will not). An apparent lack of romanticism
in Nathalie is demonstrated by the way she scoffs at a vase of
flowers Heinz leaves for her in their apartment on the day he
leaves, an incident Hansen-Løve deals with amusingly when the
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large bouquet will not fit in the kitchen bin and Nathalie has to
take it out to the communal rubbish store: having disposed of
the bouquet in the large IKEA bag she has put it in, she then
returns to retrieve just the IKEA bag. Nathalie does not entirely
lack romanticism, though: a second vase of flowers Heinz leaves
for her later, rather than being instantly disposed of, is left on
the coffee table in front of the sofa to contemplate, causing her
to shed a tear.
Nathalie’s toughness in the face of professional adversity is
seen at the start of the film when she argues her way through
a student picket outside her place of employment, the Lycée
Paul Valéry. She tells students who have turned up to class that
it is shocking that some of their number think they can control
the actions of staff, then returns to the picket line to argue,
successfully, for the admittance of four students who are not
being allowed through. The strike, demonstrations and pickets
seen in the film did in fact occur during Nicolas Sarkozy’s term
as president of France from 2007 to 2012, and by objecting to
them Nathalie is not taking any kind of political position (she
was a Communist party member in her youth but considers her
politically active days to be over, we learn later): she was simply
doing her job with the commitment and pride typical of her,
evidence of a vocational attitude. On the one occasion in the
film when she has to justify her actions in terms that could be
considered moral or political (to Fabien, the former pupil whose
anarchism she does not share or aspire to), Nathalie asserts
that her aims have always been simply to teach young people
(including Fabien) to think for themselves, further indication
that for her, personal values are indissociable from professional
activity (Figure 3.3).
A second way in which Nathalie is tested professionally in
Things to Come is via her role as the editor of a series of philosophy
textbooks with a prestigious Paris-based publishing house. When
she calls in one day to collect copies of Fabien’s book that he
has requested (and that she finds she has to pay for), Nathalie
is approached by two young marketing executives to be shown
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Figure 3.3 Nathalie teaches philosophy outdoors, Things to Come

how the series’ design is to be ‘dumbed down’. Nathalie detests
the new, jazzier design proposed to her, describing it with characteristic frankness as looking like an M&Ms advert. On a later visit
she is told that the series is being discontinued altogether due to
poor sales, but she accepts both decisions without a murmur of
complaint, summing them up later to Fabien (whose second book
was contracted for her series just in time) simply as ‘I got sacked’.
This incident shows an accurate awareness on Hansen-Løve’s part
of the marketisation of the academic publishing industry that
has taken hold in the twenty-first century: the young publishing
executives are charming, courteous and only very momentarily
concerned by the effect of their decisions on Nathalie.
Where her depressed and demanding mother Yvette is
concerned, Nathalie deals with the situation in an extraordinarily no-nonsense fashion, enviably balancing criticism with
compassion. She visits Yvette at home when absolutely necessary
(such as the day following a pleading early-hours phone call),
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and on one occasion leaves a class – an outdoor session in one of
Paris’s parks on how to approach the topic of truth philosophically – in response to her mother’s repeated calls to her mobile,
threatening suicide. When Yvette’s calls upon the emergency
services can no longer be controlled, Nathalie has her admitted
to a high-class, expensive care home, confiding to her son
Johann tearfully as they get in the car to go home that however
comfortable the care home is, it smells of death. When Yvette is
killed in a fall shortly afterwards, Nathalie arranges her funeral
service in the Catholic parish church she rarely attended, with
the causes of Yvette’s psychological problems only emerging
as Nathalie talks to the parish priest about her mother’s life in
preparation for the service – she suffered a ‘thug’ of a father and
a mother who died young (meaning that Yvette was brought up
by her grandmother), childhood illness, and three marriages
which brought her little happiness. Having not had much of
an education herself, Yvette insisted that Nathalie study and
gain the qualifications that made her teaching career possible,
a reminder of the link between vocation and family.
At the committal service for Yvette’s coffin at a crematorium
(rather than at the church service that precedes it), Nathalie
movingly reads the famous passage from Pascal’s Pensées known
as ‘Pascal’s wager’, in which the philosopher‒theologian considers
whether the human situation in the world makes religious faith
a more advisable path than doubt (‘I look on all sides and see
only darkness . . . If I saw nothing there which revealed a Divinity,
I would come to a negative conclusion; if I saw everywhere the
signs of a Creator, I would remain peacefully in faith’). Wheatley
suggests that this reading ‘goes to the heart of the position in
which not only Nathalie, but all Hansen-Løve’s central characters
find themselves’ (Wheatley 2019: 322), and uses further words
of Pascal’s (‘My heart inclines wholly to know where is the true
good’) in the title of her article. Although the position Nathalie
allegedly shares with all Hansen-Løve’s central characters
is indeed, as Hansen-Løve herself puts it, one of ‘existential
loneliness’,4 it does not seem possible to state, on the basis of just
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this scene, either that Nathalie is endorsing Pascal’s words or that
all Hansen-Løve’s central characters are in a situation parallel to
that of Nathalie. Nathalie is certainly ‘[a]t her lowest ebb’ (2019:
321), and probably wondering what source of strength will get
her through the crises that have beset her life, but finds the answer
to this question in philosophy and her vocation as a philosophy
teacher, not in religious faith.
Two important consolations for Nathalie in her new life
as a single woman are becoming a grandmother, and hosting
Christmas dinner for her children and daughter Chloé’s partner.
At the hospital after the birth of Chloé’s child ‒ her and Heinz’s first
grandchild ‒ over a year after the separation, Nathalie almost seizes
the baby from Heinz, and then insists on holding him before her
ex-husband (who has arrived first at the hospital) has been able
to do so for as long as he would like. This is a comic rather than a
serious moment, as Heinz and Chloé are both smiling broadly at
Nathalie’s impatience, and there is further comedy in Nathalie’s
insistence that baby Leonard resembles her, when everyone else
agrees that he looks like Heinz, but it is less amusing when, after
Heinz departs, she holds the baby for longer than her daughter can
bear: Chloé dissolves into tears and Nathalie is slow to work out
that this is because her own need to ‘be grandmother’ is getting
in the way of her daughter’s bonding process with her new baby.
At the Christmas dinner not long afterwards, she more sensitively
relieves Chloé of care for the crying Leonard in order to let her
daughter relax and enjoy herself.
Predictably, the flat Nathalie used to share with Heinz becomes
an emotionally and symbolically guarded space once Heinz no
longer lives there: Nathalie is visibly relieved when (just before
she welcomes her children in for the Christmas meal) Heinz
finally returns his keys to her. Nathalie pointedly does not invite
Heinz to stay, despite the fact that he has obviously carefully
chosen this moment to retrieve a prized but mislaid book of
philosophy, and in so doing, she effectively excludes him from
any kind of communion with the family he left of his own accord.
The meal Nathalie then cooks and hosts is full of quasi-religious
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sentiment, whereas Heinz will be spending the festival on his
own, we have learnt, working, while his new partner spends it
with her family in Spain. This final scene of the film overflows
with very post-secular joys of feasting and family communion
as Nathalie sings a lullaby to her grandson, a modestly magical
conclusion to the film.

Gabriel Dahan, war reporter
Not a single scene of Maya shows Gabriel Dahan at work, since
the film is made up of a kind of prologue showing the French
state’s reception of its newly released hostages, set for obvious
reasons in Paris, and its much longer second section in India,
where the action remains until almost the final scene. But these
Paris- and India-based parts of the film are framed by two scenes
in a hotel and an airport in Jordan (the gateway to the war raging
in Syria in 2012 and 2013): in the opening one, Gabriel shaves
off the beard that has grown during four months of captivity – an
occasion for some contemplation in the bathroom mirror of the
newly clean, re-Westernised image that results – while the film
closes with a shot of the car speeding Gabriel and Frédéric away
from the airport to the location of their next stint of reporting,
a freeze frame classically suggesting openness to whatever the
future brings.
In India, Gabriel hardly mentions his work to anyone: Maya
only knows that he has recently been a Syrian hostage because
her father Monty, Gabriel’s godfather, has told her so. When she
ventures to make Gabriel aware of her knowledge, he bristles
and has nothing more to say about the matter, even if he does
not actually reproach her for mentioning it. Excessively private
about his working life when in holiday or family mode, Gabriel
is also rather reticent when called to appear on camera in a
professional capacity, such as at the official state welcome for the
returned hostages, where he very obviously follows Frédéric at
some distance down the plane’s steps. In the prologue of Maya
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that sets up the main part of the film by explaining why Gabriel
will be spending some months in India, he is perfectly at ease
with everyone he mixes with, having no difficulty functioning
socially as the war reporter that he is. He, however, betrays little
of the intense commitment to his profession that is evident in
conversation with the psychiatrist who specialises in the effects of
captivity as a hostage, in conversations with Frédéric (in-person in
Paris, by Skype while in India), and in his meeting with his mother
in Mumbai, whose question about practising such a dangerous
profession he answers by saying candidly that the high-risk job
is there to be done and that he likes to feel useful. Perhaps most
interestingly, but certainly most problematically from an ethical
point of view, Gabriel’s vocational commitment to war reporting
is one of two reasons he gives to Maya for not continuing the
relationship that begins towards the end of his time in Goa but
is almost immediately suspended, before resuming two months
later in ambivalent form.
The crux of the tension between Gabriel’s interest in Maya
and his defensive cleaving to his work as a reason for not having
a relationship with her comes when they travel to Hampi and
Agonda together, without Monty and Sigrid (as was planned).
At the hotel in Hampi, Maya makes her romantic interest in
Gabriel known when, after dozing on his shoulder as they watch
television, he tells her to return to her own room to sleep and
she responds by using what she previously told him are the only
two French words she knows, ‘Oh là là’ and ‘Dégueulasse!’ (the
second doubtless a knowing reference to Godard’s A bout de
souffle (1960), a French film Maya is likely to have seen). Gabriel
plans to travel on alone to Agonda the following day but agrees
to let Maya accompany him as long as her parents consent to
this, which she untruthfully tells him they have. In the car that
takes them to Agonda, Maya takes his hand, and when they go
straight to the beach upon arriving, engages in some flirtatious
swimming around and away from him offshore. At the end of
the evening Gabriel finally takes her in his arms and kisses her,
leading to some tender love-making, but it soon emerges the
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following morning that Maya did not ask Monty and Sigrid’s
permission to travel on from Hampi as she said she had, and that
Monty is furious about this. When Gabriel reproaches her for
lying to her parents, Maya defends herself by saying ‘I want to
be with you’ and suggesting that she may be in love with him, to
which Gabriel responds ‘Listen! I don’t want to be in love or in a
couple or . . . anything similar’. He cannot stay in Goa long term:
Maya would like to think she can accompany him to where his
work is, because she is free, but Gabriel’s riposte to this is that
even if she is, ‘I’m a war reporter, and it’s my life’. The first part of
this retort reveals Gabriel to be more conflicted about personal
relationships than he admits to himself, but the second part,
while spoken with some pride, is also defiant and defensive – a
declaration of identity that decisively nips his new relationship
with Maya in the bud. She makes it obvious to Gabriel as he
packs her off home in a taxi and when they meet again months
later that his behaviour has hurt her.
There is no reference in Maya to Gabriel seeing war reporting
as a vocation, but his unexpressed commitment to his profession
is glaringly obvious in the final scene of the film, when he slips
some cash into the passport being checked by the Jordanian
official and looks directly into his own eyes as his photo is taken.
Here, easeful familiarity with procedures, his surroundings and
himself replace the guarded defensiveness that has characterised
his relationship with Maya. The lack of interest in and suitability
for fatherhood I discussed in Hansen-Løve’s male protagonists in
Chapter 2 is all of a piece with Gabriel’s use of his professional
identity as a pretext for an involvement with Maya destined to be
based on short, infrequent encounters: in a different manner to
most of Hansen-Løve’s earlier films, vocational commitment in
Maya is firmly allied with a traditional masculinity exercised predominantly in the public, homosocial sphere. Commitment to a
profession in Hansen-Løve’s cinema seems unrelated to gender or
any other kind of identity politics: it is, rather, ethical in a way that
is linked to survival – being able to go on with one’s life. Gabriel
Dahan’s being a war reporter may or may not be admirable, but
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it may be just as salvific for him as architecture proves to be for
Camille in Goodbye First Love and DJ-ing and literature are for
Paul Vallée of Eden.

Conclusion
Three of the leading characters discussed above pursue their
careers in France (even if Paul’s occupation as a DJ, in Eden,
is inseparable from international musical trends). A strict
separation of church and state has existed in France since 1905,
and the wearing of the Islamic veil or any other sign of religious
adherence in public is banned, a particularly rich site of secularism-related conflict in recent decades, with repeated rounds
of protest when pupils have been dismissed from state schools
for breaking the law by wearing headscarves or skullcaps. In the
interview about Things to Come where Hansen-Løve is asked
where Nathalie Chazeaux draws her ‘inner force’5 from, her
answer links Nathalie’s resilience to the meaning her vocation
gives to her life, then suggests that finding meaning is harder in
‘a secular world’, and that secular France is therefore a particularly
difficult place in which to do this (‘It’s not easy, especially in
French society’.6) She implies, in other words, that the continuing
strength of secularism (laïcité) in French society creates a hostile
climate for the exploration of issues of belief and faith, and for the
identification of meaning and value in individual lives. It is hard
not to conclude that the non- or post-secular faith in vocation
seen in Hansen-Løve’s films discussed in this chapter arises out
of the tense context of a still-vigorous secularist ideology that
thwarts the very expression of all forms of religious sentiment.
Despite not herself practising any established religion, HansenLøve’s acute awareness of and experiential exposure to France’s
regulated expression of religious adherence makes itself felt in
the devotion of her characters to their occupations, in which
they believe with fervent intensity.
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Notes
All translations, unless otherwise stated, are the author’s own.
1 O’Connor (2016).
2 Ibid.
3 Writing under the name Sven Løve, Sven Hansen-Løve first published

short stories in French and American reviews, followed by a collection of
short stories in English in 2015, Tender Neighbours, then a novel in French,
Un emploi sur mesure (Editions du Seuil 2018).
4 O’Connor (2016).
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
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